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Field Crops Newsletter:
In General:
I don’t think I have to tell anyone that the situation
for crop production has changed from what we have seen in
the last few years. Corn will likely be the main crop in
Mississippi, and probably in the South as well. I know there
are still a lot of farms that will stay with cotton or soybeans,
but when we look at the area from a broad perspective a big
shift has been made. I hope we can continue our rotation
programs, but it may be difficult for people who are making
investments in machinery, storage, and transportation assets.
We need to approach these changes carefully, and make sound
plans based on proven information. I know I speak for
everyone at MSU Extension in that we will do our best to
support everyone as these changes are made. Not only is this
a New Year; it is also a new era in row crop agriculture.
Corn:

A lot of planning and commitment have already been
made toward the shift to larger scale corn production, and
from a production standpoint I feel we are in fairly good
shape. Most farms that will go heavier to corn in 2007 are
already well versed in the crop; however more changes will be
needed as acreage increases. Some will be positive, such as
decreased labor requirement and hopefully fewer crisis issues.
There will be challenges in harvesting, transportation, and
storage of the larger crop. There will be issues relative to
efficiency and timing in planting, fertilizing, and pest
management with several “crunch” periods that will be critical
in order to preserve the opportunity for good yields. Sure,
corn is an easier crop to grow overall, but timing of planting,
fertilizing, and application of weed control measures are at
least as demanding as cotton.
We have already experienced some problems with
securing some of the most popular corn varieties. Many of
you will by necessity be planting varieties you are not familiar
with; but fortunately we have a long list of varieties that have
been well tested in our area. I can’t blame you for preferring
those varieties you have become comfortable with; however
the big shift to corn has placed a lot more pressure on the seed
corn supply than in the past. I encourage you to study the
2006 OVT results thoroughly, with special emphasis on
varieties that have been in the system for at least two, and
preferably three or more years.
The statewide agent trials are also a good source of
information, even though the entries were mostly proven
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already. Having been drawn from the 2006 Corn Short List,
most of the entries in the agent trials were proven winners; but
the results add another level of confidence to the decision to
plant large acreage of varieties you have not used before. I
know that most of you have already booked your corn seed,
but if you find that some of your choices are coming up short,
go back to these results for additional seed. I have already
sent these lists out, but call me if you need more information.
Larger corn acreage may cause other problems with
availabilities of fertilizers, especially nitrogen; not so much
from an overall standpoint, but locally. One way to “hedge”
on this situation is to apply starter fertilizers containing
enough N to carry the crop past the time when delayed N
application might begin to reduce yield. It’s likely that
carryover from last year resulting from the drought may
suffice to carry corn a little longer than usual, but try to avoid
getting caught with yellow corn that needs to be growing as
you wait for fertilizer to be delivered to your farm.
Since this will be the first year of significantly more
corn for many of you, the pest situation may not be very
different from past years, at least in the beginning. As the
season progresses, changes may be noted, and we need to be
ready for them. I don’t expect that early season pests will be
very different from past years, but by the time the second
generation of corn borers begins to emerge the scenario may
be different. A good scouting program will be a good
investment, regardless of whether you do it yourself or employ
a consultant.
As in the past, early planting date will be the critical
issue. Planting date affects all aspects of the crop, but is
particularly critical from the standpoint of moisture. If you
can irrigate, you have a yield advantage, but you may not have
a profit advantage; early planting and reduced tillage are more
critical from a profit standpoint than from a yield standpoint.
Last year was a big reminder that irrigation can hurt as well as
help. Producers who plant early, and provide good drainage
and fertility, may actually have a profit potential advantage in
many cases.
Soybeans:
Something that concerns me is that I am seeing a
shift toward later varieties in some cases, especially when
soybeans mature during the corn harvest. I know this is a
sensitive issue for some people; but we have to face the reality
that the Early Soybean Production System has brought us to
where we are today in soybean production. This system that

was evaluated and proven in research by Dr. Larry Heatherly
and others; and then moved to the field under the leadership of
Dr. Alan Blaine and the staff of the SMART program, has
raised Mississippi soybean yields to levels that are exceptional
nationwide. I feel that to allow ourselves to slide back toward
later maturing varieties now in the face of the rust threat,
heavier insect pressure, and very questionable rainfall would
be a mistake.
We probably have the best lineup of soybean
varieties ever; but as with any crop, increased yield potential
means increased management level. The issues of soil
fertility, early and correct planting date based on maturity
group, weed control, insect management, disease
management, and timely harvesting can’t be ignored if high
yields are the goal. Sure, you may still get lucky, but the days
of depending on luck for your success have passed. There are
enough challenges to go around without throwing blind luck
into the mix. As with corn, irrigation may be a yield
advantage, but not a profit advantage. Early planting and
reduced tillage are moisture conservation tools, and they don’t
cost as much as fuel. In the Hills we don’t have much choice
on this issue.
Cotton:

It’s time to tie down cotton planning if you haven’t
already. With the emphasis on corn and soybeans for 2007,
some have kept cotton on the back burner. I have actually
seen a little cotton interest slip back into the discussion in the
last few weeks, but corn will be the big dog on the block for
most of the area. I actually believe this may be an opportunity
for improving our cotton production practices by planting
cotton on our best land where soil pH and fertility levels are
good and nematode numbers are low. Reduced acres will take
a lot of the pressure off planting, and allow us to wait until soil
temps are right, and to plant when a good rainfall window
presents itself. I hope we will have opportunities to do a better
job of planting, rather than forcing seed into very questionable
conditions as we often do.
The shift to other crops has created a very interesting
situation with regard to competition among seed companies
for the remaining cotton planting seed demand. I don’t need
to tell any of you that a lot of stops will likely be pulled out to
get your seed orders. Most of you are much better poker
players than I am, so I won’t attempt to suggest how you play
this hand.
The cotton industry actually needs an adjustment,
regardless of how bitter the pill may be. As long as buyers
can feel confident that they can purchase cotton whenever they
please the situation will not likely improve. They should feel
the need to compete for your acres, and until they do we will
probably have a break-even-or-less market. We have been
bluffed into giving our cotton away for too long. Finally, a
situation exists in which “biofuel”crops, namely corn and
soybeans, have the potential to exert lasting pressure on cotton
supplies. Recent “stairstep” increases in price may indicate
this pressure is already having some effect. It’s sometimes

ironic the way situations like this unfold, but this event
combines with others including boll weevil eradication and
lower insect and mite pressure in the hill region to set the
stage for an opportunity to grow cotton more profitably in the
Hills as compared with the Delta. Some may think me wrong
in saying this, but it may be time for the hill areas to grow
cotton and leave the more irrigation-dependent crops to the
flat land. If we are going to do this, we had better do it before
the gins close.
In recent years, I have made some suggestions as to
variety choices for the area I serve. The following is a list of
varieties that have performed well in our tests and on local
farms both in the past and in 2006. I know it will not include
all the experiences some of you have had; it is just the result of
my own observations. The order in which they appear does
not suggest preference among the varieties listed.

Ernie’s Cotton Picks for 2007:
Conventional:
DP 393, DP493, Americot 4207 and 8120
RR, RF:
PHY310R, DP434R, Americot 427R and 821R,
BW28R, DP147RF,
BGRR:
DP555BGRR, DP445BR, DP454BR,
ST5599BR, ST5242BR
B2RF:
ST4554B2RF, DP117B2RF, DP143B2RF
Widestrike, Widestrike/RF:
PHY480WR, PHY485WRF

I am also including a table from Dr. Tom Barber in
which are shown B2RF varieties that are being marketed by
more than one seed company. Our intent is that you be fully
aware of what variety you are buying for this year’s planting.
I believe you will agree there is no point planting the same
variety from more than one seed company, assuming price and
quality are comparable. As you may have noted, I did not list
any of these in my “Picks” because of the uncertainty of their
variety names. I suggest that you refer to actual variety test
results in making the decision to plant these, several of which
performed well in 2006. This list may not be complete, so
read the tag carefully and note both the brand name and the
variety number that may be in small print.

